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AN ALGEBRAIC EVALUATION METHOD FOR 
DEDUCTION IN INCOMPLETE DATA BASES* 
R. DEMOLOMBE AND L. FARIRAS DEL CERRO 
D Strategies used in deductive data bases try as far as possible to replace 
deduction in Horn clause theories T, by evaluation of relational algebra 
formulas in a set of ground atoms. In this paper we extend the relational 
algebra in order to take into account incomplete databases where incom- 
pleteness is represented by Skolem constants. We first define the notion of 
the extended model EM, similar to the Herbrand model, which is associated 
to a given theory T,. Specific satisfiability conditions applied to EM define 
the link between provability in T, and satisfiability in EM. Then we define 
an extended relational algebra to compute every ground instance of a given 
formula. It is shown that this algebra is always sound, and complete for a 
particular class of formulas which is not too restrictive. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Deductive data bases and logic programming are closed systems having many 
similarities and some differences. On the one hand, they share the same theoretical 
background, namely mathematical logic, and they both deal with definite Horn 
clauses. On the other hand, deductive data bases does not allow functional symbols, 
nor does it allow nonlogical features, such as the “cut” or the order of the clauses, to 
express kinds of control. Another important difference is that in deductive data 
bases the number of facts (ground atoms) is supposed to be very large. Concerning 
the query language, the difference is that in deductive data bases general formulas 
are allowed in the queries. 
The aim of this paper is first to allow incomplete information in deductive data 
bases, and second to provide in this context a more efficient computation method 
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than standard deduction based on the resolution principle. Before their formal 
presentation we intuitively present our objectives and ideas using examples. 
Let’s consider an example with geometrical information, used, for instance for 
CAD applications, with the following predicates: 
Segment(x): x is a segment, 
Extremity(x, y): the extremity of the segment x is the point y, 
Origin( x, y): the origin of the segment x is the point y, 
Successor(x, JJ): the segment y is a successor of the segment x, 
Path(x, y): there is a path from the segment x to the segment y. 
As usual in deductive databases, predicates are split into two subsets: the 
predicates defined by extension, which never appear in the consequence of a rule, 
and the other ones, which are defined by intension. 
In the example Segment, Extremity, and Origin are defined by extension, and 
Successor and Path are defined by intension. The information in the deductive data 
base is formalized by a theory T. The axioms defining the intensional predicates are 
called the intensional data base (IDB), and the axioms defining the extensional 
predicates are called the Extensional Data Base (EDB). 
In the example we have: 
IDB: 
Successor( x, y ) + Extremity( x, z) A Origin( y, z) 
Path( x, y) +- Successor( x, y ) 
Path( x, y ) + Path( x, z) A Successor( 2, y) 
EDB: 
Qigin( Sl , Pl) Extremity(S1, P2) 
Origin( S2, P2) Extremity( 5’2, P3) 
Origin( S3, P3) Extremity( S3, P4) 
Segment( Sl) 
Segment( S2) 
Segment( S3) 
and 
T=IDBuEDB. 
If we have the query Path(S1, x) the answer is the set of constants: 
answer = {SI’]Tt- Path(S1, Si)} 
In the deductive data base context it would be too expensive to compute the 
answer using a standard theorem proving strategy like the PROLOG one. Indeed, 
this strategy computes one tuple in the answer at a time, and this is, in most cases, 
much more expensive than computing all the solutions at the “same” time. That is 
the reason why the strategies developed in this context [l, 41 try to use the relational 
algebra as much as possible (for the definition of this algebra see, for instance, [14]). 
In addition, efficient techniques to compute relational operators have been imple- 
mented in the relational DBMSs. 
For example, if we execute the strategy developed by Henshen and Naquvi [5], a 
set of subqueries is generated, which can be evaluated by relational algebra 
operations applied to EDB. This computation replaces a deduction using, for 
example, the resolution principle. 
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In our example the first generated subquery is the formula 
3z((Extremity(Sl, z) A Origin(y, z)) 
It denotes the set of successors of Sl. It is translated into the relational algebra 
formula 
P3((S1,S1(ExtreIlljty))j2=2(Origin)), 
where 
p3 is the operator of projection on the third component, 
si_,-i is the operator of selection of the tuples whose first component is equal to 
Sl, and 
j,=, is the join operator with the second component, in the first operand, equal to 
the second component, in the second operand. The result of its evaluation is 
stored in a working relation Rl, and the second generated subquery is 
3x 3z (Rl( x) A Extremity( x, z) A Origin( y, z)) 
It denotes the set of successors of the successors of Sl. Its translation into 
relational algebra is 
p4((R,j,,,Extremity)j,_,0rigin) 
The result of its evaluation is stored in a working relation R2. By an iterative 
process Ri + 1 is computed as a function of Ri with the formula 
p4 (( R i j, = iExtremity) jj = ,Origin) 
and the process stops when Ri + 1= Ri. 
From a theoretical point of view the algebraic formulas are evaluated on the least 
Herbrand model of T. However, an important objective of these strategies is 
to deal only with the subset of this Herbrand model which is necessary to 
compute the answer. For instance, it would be too much expensive, in this 
example, to compute the overall extension of Path. 
If the queries are general formulas of predicate calculus, including negations and 
universal quantifiers, these logical operators are evaluated under the closed 
world assumption (CWA) [ll]. That leads us to add new axioms to T: 
The unique name axioms (UNA) express that all the constants are different; for 
example, we have: 
,(Sl=S2) ,(Sl=Pl) . . . . 
The domain closure axiom (DCA) expresses that there are no other constants 
than those appearing in the axioms of IDB or EDB: 
Vx (x=S1~x=S2~x=S3vx=P1v .a. vx=P4) 
The completion axioms (COMP) express that there is no other tuple in the 
predicate extensions than those which can be derived from IDB and EDB; for 
example, we have 
VxVy(Otigin(x,y)-+(x=Sl)A(y=Pl)V(x=S2)A(y=P2) 
V(x=S3)A(y=P3)) 
tlx vy (Path(x, y) -+ Successor( x, y) V 3z (Path( x, z) 
A Successor( z, y ))) 
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For a query of the form P(X) where F is any predicate calculus formula and X 
is the tuple of free variables in F, the answer is the set of constant tuples 
answer= {XO/TUCWA~F(XO)} 
where CWA is UNA u DCA U COMP. 
If f is the relational algebra formula corresponding to F, the evaluation of f on 
the least Herbrand model of T U CWA provides exactly the answer. So we can say 
that, in this context, the relational algebra is sound, because each X0 in the 
evaluation of f is such that F( X0) is a theorem of T U CWA, and it is complete, 
because each X0 such that F( X0) is a theorem of T U CWA is in the evaluation 
off. 
However, in a different context, if we have incomplete information represented 
by Skolem constants, this algebra, in general, is neither sound nor complete, as 
shown below. 
Examples of incomplete information we want to take into account are the 
following. Let’s assume we want to insert the fact Successor(S3, S4), but we don’t 
allow to represent Successor by extension. In this situation one possibility is to add 
to the theory T the axiom 
3.z Extremity( S3, z) A Origin( S4, z) 
which gives by Skolemization the axioms 
Extremity( S3, a) Origin( S4, a) 
These axioms are similar to the other ones in EDB; the only difference is that they 
contain Skolem constants. 
If we have axioms which express that a segment has only one origin and one 
extremity: 
y = z + Origin( x, y) A Origin( x, z) 
y = z + Extremity{ x, y ) A Extremity( x, z ) 
then from Extremity(S3, P4) and Extremity(S3, a) we can derive 
(Y=P4 
If we want to represent, in addition, the information “the extremity of S4 is 
unknown, but it is different than Pl and P4”, we have to add the axiom 
3x Extremity( S4, x) A 7(x = Pl) A -,(x = P4) 
which gives by Skolemization the axioms 
Extremity( S4, /3) -l(p=P1) -+=P4) 
Our objective, here, is to enlarge the definition of the axioms in EDB to ground 
atomic formulas with Skolem constants like Extremity( S4, p), and to ground atomic 
formulas or negations of ground atomic formulas with Skolem constants like (Y = P4 
or -,( fi = Pl). In the same way we want to enlarge the model definition in order to 
have Skolem constants in predicate extensions, and to have an explicit “extension” 
of the equality and of the negation of the equality. These latter “extensions” contain 
all the theorem about equality, and about negation of equality, which can be derived 
using UNA and the axioms of reflexivity and substitutivity. 
The only difference between constants and Skolem constants is that the unique 
name axioms are guaranteed only for constants. 
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For example we can have the following “extensions”: 
EDB’: 
Origin(S1, Pl) Extremity(S1, P2) Segment(S1) a = P4 Y(,O = Pl) 
Origin( S2, P2) Extremity( S2, P3) Segment( S2) -l( p = P4) 
Origin( S3, P3) Extremity( S3, P4) Segment( S3) Y( (Y = Pl) 
Origin( S4, ff) Extremity( S3, LX) Y( (Y = P2) 
Extremity( S4, /3) T(cX = P3) 
where we have only represented the nontrivial part of equality and inequality 
extensions. If we naively apply relational algebra [7] to these “extensions”, which 
can be considered as an “extended model”, we lose both soundness and complete- 
ness. Indeed let’s consider the query: 
3~ (or&$(x, r) A 1(~ = P4)), 
which denotes the segments whose origin is not P4. Its translation into relational 
algebra is 
Pi(S _C2=p+O~gin), 
which is the selection of tuples in Origin such that the second component is different 
than P4, followed by the projection on the first component. 
The evaluation of pi(s _,,,,,Origin) contains S4, because (Y and P4 are consid- 
ered as different in the relational algebra, but 3y (Origin( S4, y) A T( y = P4)) is not 
a theorem of IDB U EDB’, since we have the axiom (Y = P4. Therefore this algebra is 
not sound, in the sense defined before. 
If we consider now the query 
3~ (Or$n(x, y) A (Y = P4)) 
its translation into relational algebra is 
The evaluation of Pi(s,=.,Origin) doesn’t contain S4, even though 3y 
(Origin(S4, y) A (y = P4)) is a theorem of IDB U EDB’. Therefore this algebra is 
not complete. 
In [7] is defined a specific algebra which is both sound and complete in these 
situations, but this algebra is defined only for theoretical purposes, and it is pointed 
out that it is completely intractable with respect o efficiency. The basic idea of this 
algebra is to deal with conditional tuples. For example, in the evaluation of 
Pi(%-84 Origin) we have the tuple (S4, P4) under the condition (Y = P4. Unfor- 
tunately, for nontrivial queries the conditions can become extremely large and too 
expensive to evaluate. 
In [12] is defined an algebra which is always sound, but is not complete for some 
queries with disjunctions. 
In our case we can guarantee completeness for more general queries because 
information about equality and inequality is used. 
The objective of this paper is to slightly change the definition of a model and the 
definition of the relational algebra in order to have soundness and completeness for 
a large class of queries, including some queries with negations or universal quan- 
tifiers. This extended relational algebra might be used to extend deductive data 
bases for this kind of incomplete information. 
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2. INCOMPLETE DATABASE REPRESENTATION 
A natural way to represent incomplete information, in general, is the proof theoretic 
approach, i.e., a data base is considered as a theory. Indeed, in the model theoretic 
approach there is no possibility to represent incompleteness, because in a model 
each formula is either true or false. 
So we assume in the following that the semantics of our knowledge is represented 
by a Theory Ts. However, as pointed out in the introduction, the model theoretic 
approach is more appropriate, with respect to efficiency, in our context. To remove 
this conflict we define a new kind of model for the theory Ts, called the extended 
model (EM), and a corresponding extended relational algebra. These extensions are 
defined for the specific kind of incomplete information we are interested in. 
The language Ls used to represent he theory Ts is defined below: 
Language Definition. 
P, Q, R, . . . 
x, y, z,... 
a, b, c, . . . 
a, P, Y,. *. 
predicate symbols 
variable symbols 
constant symbols 
Skolem constant symbols 
The language is a first order predicate calculus language defined from these 
symbols. Notice that there is no function symbols, and there are two kinds of 
constants. 
Notation. 
a’, b’, cl, . . . denote either constants or Skolem constants, 
X denotes a variable tuple (xi, x2,. . . , xn), 
A’ denotes a tuple of constants or Skolem constants (a;, a;, . . . , a;), 
X=A’ denotes (xi =a;) A (~~=a;) A a-. /\(~,=a;), 
-,(X=A’)denotes,(x,=a;)V,(x,=a;)V a-- V7(xn=aL), 
3XF denotes Zlx, 3x, . . .3x,F, 
VXF denotes Vx, vx, . . . Vx,F. 
2.1. Incomplete Database in the Proof Theoretic Approach 
The axioms in the Theories T, considered in the following have the form: 
(1) P(A’): ground atoms, possibly with Skolem constants. 
(2) a’= b’. 
(3) -,( a’ = b’). 
(4) 7(a = b): unique name axioms (UNA) for each pair of constants. 
(5) vx (x = a; V x = a; V . . . Vx = a;): domain closure axiom (DCA) for all 
the a; appearing in some axiom of the form (l), (2), (3) or (4). 
(6) VX (P(X)+X=A;vX=A;v .+a v X = AA): for each predicate P there 
is such a completion axiom (COMP), where the A; are exactly those appearing 
in some axiom relative to P of the form (1). 
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(7) Vx (x = x): reflexivity of equality. 
(8) Vx’dy (x =y A F(x) --) F(y)): substitutivity. 
These axioms are very close to those defined by R. Reiter in [ll]. The only 
difference is in axioms of the form (2) and (3). 
2.2. Incomplete Database in the Model Theoretic Approach 
From a given theory T, we define the corresponding extended model EM as follows: 
Domain of EM. 
D= {a;,a;,...,aL} 
where the a; are exactly those appearing in the domain closure axiom (5). 
Predicate interpretations. The “interpretation” of any predicate P, other than 
equality, is the set of tuples 
{ 4, A;,..., AA} 
such that each P(A;) is an axiom of the form (1). 
The “interpretation” of the equality is the set of tuples (a’, b’) such that 
Ts t- a’ = b’. 
We also have in EM the “interpretation” of inequality, which is the set of tuples 
(a’, b’) such that T, I- 7( a’ = b’). 
Example. Consider the theory T,: 
(1) P(a,a) P(P, b) Q<a> Q(B), 
(2) a =A 
(3) l(a = a), 
(4) l(a = b), 
(5) Vx (x=aVx=bVx=avx=@, 
(6) VX (P(X) --f (X= (a, a)) V (X= (A b))), 
VX (Q(x) -+ (X= (a)> V (X= (b>N, 
plus the axioms (7) and (8). The corresponding extended model EM is 
D= {a,b,a,B}. 
P interpretation: Q interpretation: 
(4 ff> (a> 
(89 b) 09 
= interpretation: T = interpretation 
$? z,’ 
(4 b) 
(a: a> 
(6 a> 
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An extended model is very close to an Herbrand model [3]; the only difference is in 
the equality predicate. 
3. SATISFIABILITY CONDITIONS IN AN EXTENDED MODEL 
The satisfiability conditions define the link between the model theoretic approach 
and the proof theoretic approach. Since we have a specific notion of extended 
model, we have to adapt the satisfiability conditions. The intent of this new 
definition is to have a direct correspondence between formulas which are theorems 
in T, and those which are “satisfiables” in EM. For this definition, we have to 
introduce two preliminary definitions: 
Identical tuples: Two tuples A’ and B’, with the same component number, are 
identical iff components of the same rank are identical symbols. For instance 
A’ = (a, a) and B’= (a, /3) are not identical, even if we have 2-y t LY = /3. We 
use the notation A’ = B’ to express that A’ is identical to B’. 
Equal tuples: Two tuples A’ and B’ are equal iff we have T, k A’ = B’; we use 
the notation A’ = B’. 
Unequal tuples: Two tuples A’ and B’ are unequal iff we have Ts t -(A’ = B’); 
we use the notation 7( A’ = B’). 
The reason why we distinguish identity and equality is that to check if a tuple A’ 
satisfies a given predicate P in an extended model EM, it is not sufficient to check if 
there is in the interpretation of P a tuple B’ which is identical to A’, as in a standard 
model. 
It will be noticed that two tuples may be neither equal, nor nonequal. 
For technical simplification, it is assumed that queries are transformed into a 
particular form where the atomic formulas in the queries, other than equality atomic 
formulas, satisfy the following two conditions: 
every argument is a variable, 
all variables in an atomic formula are different. 
These conditions are not restrictive with respect to expressive power. For 
instance, if in a query we have 
P(a, x, x>, 
that can be transformed into 
3z 3y (P(z,y,x)Az=aAy=x) 
To define satisfiability conditions, we use the notation Sat(A’, F), which means 
that an n-tuple A’= (a;, a;,..., a:) satisfies the formula F(x,, x2,. . . , x,), where 
xi, x2,. . . , x, are all the free variables of F. The condition Sat(A’, F) is defined in 
terms of another condition: Nsat(A’, F), with similar notation. The conditions 
Sat(A’, F) and Nsat(A’, F) are defined below. 
Satisfiability conditions. We have Sat( A’, F) in EM ifs the following conditions hold: 
If F is an atomic formula, say P(X), where P is not the equality predicate: 
Sat( A’, P) iff exists B’ in the interpretation of P such that B’ = A’. 
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If F is an atomic formula with the equality predicate, we have to distinguish three 
cases, depending on the number of variables in the formula: 
Case of two variables: 
Sat((a’, b’), x = y) iff ( a’, b’) belongs to the equality interpretation. 
Case of one variable: 
Sat((a’), x = 6’) iff (a’, b’) belongs to the equality interpretation. 
Case of no variable: 
Sat( , a’ = b’) iff (a’, b’) belongs to the equality interpretation. 
IfF=F,r\F,: 
Sat(A’, F1 A F2) iff Sat(A;, F1) and Sat(A;, F2), where A; (A$) is the projec- 
tion of A’ on the free variables of F1 (F,). 
IfF=F1vF2: 
Sat(A’, F1 V F2) iff Sat(A;, FJ or Sat(A;, F2). 
If F=jxF,(X,x): 
Sat( A’, 3x F1( X, x)) iff there exists a’ in the domain D such that 
Sat((A’, a’), F,(A’, a’)). 
If F= VxF,(X, x): 
Sat( A’, Vx F( X, x)) iff for each a’ in the domain D we have 
Sat((A’, a’), F( X, x)) 
If F= ,F,: 
Sat( A’, 7 F1( X, x) iff Nsat( A’, F1). 
If F is an atomic formula, say P(X), where P is not the equality predicate: 
Nsat( A’, P) iff for each B’ in the interpretation of P we have 7( B’ = A’). 
If F is an atomic formula with the equality predicate, we have to distinguish three 
cases, depending on the number of variables in the formula: 
Case of two variables: 
Nsat((a’, b’), x = y) iff (a’, b’) belongs to the inequality interpretation. 
Case of one variable: 
Nsat((a’), x = b’) iff (a’, 6’) belongs to the inequality interpretation. 
Case of zero variable: 
Nsat( , a’ = 6’) iff ( a’, 6’) belongs to the inequality interpretation. 
IfF=F,r\F,: 
Nsat( A’, F, A F2) iff Nsat( A;, F1) or Nsat( A;, F2). 
IfF=F,vF,: 
Nsat(A’, F1 V F2) iff Nsat(A;, FJ and Nsat(A;, F2). 
If F= 3xF(X, x): 
Nsat( 4’, 3x F( X, x)) iff for each a’ in the domain D we have Nsat((A’, a’), 
F( X, x)). 
IfF=VxF(X,x): 
Nsat( A’, Vx F( X, x)) iff there exists a’ in the domain D such that 
Nsat((A’, a’), F( X, x)). 
If F=,F,: 
Nsat( A’, F) iff Sat( A’, F1). 
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It can be noticed that we have B’ = A’ iff for any components a;, bl the tuple 
(a:, b;) belongs to the equality interpretation. 
As a consequence of the fact that there can be two tuples that are neither equal 
nor unequal, we can have neither Sat(A’, F) nor Nsat(A’, F). For example, if the 
only tuple in the P interpretation is B’, and we have neither A’ = B’ nor,(A’ = B’), 
then we have neither Sat( A’, P(X)) nor Nsat( A’, P(X)). 
We can also notice that if there are no Skolem constants in T,, the condition 
Sat( A’, F) becomes equivalent to the standard satisfiability condition in the 
Herbrand model of T,. 
To reach the objective of a direct correspondence between provability in T, and 
satisfiability in EM, we need to restrict queries to a subset of the first order language 
L,. This subset is defined by the class C. 
&$&ion of C. A formula F belongs to the class C iff for any subformula of F of 
the form Fl V F2 we have 
T,l-F,VF, implies T,t-F, or T,l-F,, 
and for any subformula of F of the form 3x F,, T, t- 3x F,(x) implies that exists 
some (I’ in the domain D of EM such that 
Tst F,(d). 
The characterization of C is implicit, and doesn’t suggest a simple and efficient 
algorithm to check if a formula belongs to C or not. However, we have defined a 
syntactical characterization of a subset C’ of C, whose definition is very simple and 
is not too restrictive. 
DeJinition of C’. A formula F belongs to C’ iff F is a conjunction of formulas 4, 
where each F, is of the form O(A, V A, V . . . VA,,), where the A,‘s are atomic 
formulas, and 0 is either 7 or 3x, 3x, . 1 . 3x,, where x1, x2,. . . , x, are free 
variables of some A;, or ,(3x1,3x2,. . .,3x,). 
For example the formula 
@‘(a, x) V Q(b, x>) A R(x, Y) A dS(x) v T(y)) A 4~ ub, z) 
belongs to C’. 
It can be noticed that C’ includes any query which can be defined by a set of 
definite Horn clauses. However, for some theories T, there are simple formulas 
which belong neither to C’ nor to C. Consider, for example, a theory T, where the 
only axioms of the form (1) about predicates P and Q are 
P(a), Q(a) 
and the query 
P(a) v lQb> 
We have 
T, t+ P@), Tsl+ -,Q(a), and T,t- P(a) V 7Q(a). 
Indeed, in any model of T,, if OL and a have the same interpretation, P(a) is 
true, and if (Y and a have different interpretations, Q(a) is false, and then 7Q(cw) is 
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Domain 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
NsatIA’, F(A’)I ---_t> l I I 
= False in all the 1 I 1 <--f- Sat(A’,F(A’))=True 
standard models I I I I in all the standard 
I I I I models 
I I I I 
I I I J 
FIGURE 1. A consequence of Theorem 1. 
true. So in all the models P(a) V 7Q(a) is true, and by completeness P(a) V 7Q(a) 
is a theorem of Ts. On the other hand, we have T, I+ P(a), because we don’t have 
T, t (Y = a, and we have T, hL -,Q(a), because we don’t have Ts I- 7(a = a). 
The most important theoretical result of this paper is given by the following 
theorem, which expresses how provability and satisfiability are related. 
Theorem 1. If F is a formula of L, belonging to C, for any theory of the form T, we 
have 
T k F( A’) iff Sat{ A’, F), (1) 
Tt- ,F(A’) ijjf Nsat(A’, F), (2) 
where A’ is a tuple of constants or Skolem constants which instantiates all the free 
variables in F. 
(See the proof in the Appendix.) 
Using the fact that if T t F( A’) then T I= F( A’), a consequence of the Theorem 1 
is that for any formula F( A’) in C, if F( A’) is “satisfiable” in EM, that is, if we have 
Sat(A’, F), then F(A’) is true in all the standard models of Ts. And if F(A’) is not 
“satisfiable” in EM, then F(A’) is false in all the standard models of Ts. That can 
be intuitively represented by Figure 1. 
4. EXTENDED RELATIONAL ALGEBRA FOR AN EXTENDED MODEL 
As explained in the introduction, our objective is to define an algebra which allows 
to replace a deduction in a theory of the form of Ts by algebraic evaluation in an 
extended model EM. Theorem 1 is an intermediate step to reach this objective, but 
doesn’t itself provide a constructive method which computes all the theorems of the 
form F(X) from the predicate interpretations in EM. Such a method is given by the 
two functions Eval and Neval defined below. These functions transform a given 
formula F(X) into an extended relational algebra formula whose evaluation gives 
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all the theorems of the form F(A’) or ,F(A’). The result of Eva1 and Neval can be 
considered either as an algebraic formula, or as the evaluation of this algebraic 
formula. 
This algebra is close to the cylindric algebra presented in [6]. 
First we define the operators of the extended relational algebra. Here Eval( F( X)) 
and Neval( F( X)) results are considered as sets of tuples. 
Extended Relational Algebra Operators 
Ordering 0,. X is a tuple of variable symbols. We assume that the variable 
symbols in the language are ordered. The effect of the ordering operator is to change 
the tuple component order in such a way that these components are ordered 
according to the variable symbols they instantiate. 
For example if the variable order is x, y, z, t, then the operator O(,, I,x), applied 
to a set of tuples, changes their component order according to the permutation 
(1 + 2,2 + 3,3 + 1). 
For example we have 
0 C,.,.,j({(a, b, c), (a’, b’, 0)) = {(c, a, b), (c’, a’, b’)}. 
Instead of variable symbols we could have indices corresponding to their order. 
For the definition of Eva1 and Neval it is easier to consider variable symbols. 
Selection s& Here G is a selection formula, that is, a boolean formula where the 
only predicate is equality. For example G can be (x = a V x = b) A 7(x = y). As for 
the ordering operator, we could have indices instead of variable symbols. 
Let’s consider s;;(Eval( F( X))); we assume that all the 7operators in G have been 
distributed at the lowest level. If G = G, V G, then 
where n and U are the standard intersection and union operators of the relational 
algebra. 
If G is an atomic formula, say g, = g,, where g, and g, can be variables, 
constants, or Skolem constant symbols, then if g, ( g2) is the jth variable symbol in 
X, then g, (g2) is changed into j. Denote by g; = g; the result of this transforma- 
tion. Then s&,i(Eval(F(X))) is evaluated like the standard selection operator of 
the relational algebra; the only difference is that a tuple is in the result iff (g;, gi) 
instantiated on this tuple belongs to the equality interpretation ‘in an extended 
model EM. 
If G is a negative atomic formula, say l(gl = g2), then using the same notation, 
C,cg+,5,(Eval(F(X))) IS evaluated in the same way, and a tuple is in the result iff 
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d$k%?d model EM. 
instantiated on this tuple belongs to the inequality interpretation in an 
Projection pi. Consider 
pk(Eval(F(Y))), 
where Y = (xi,, xi, ,..., xi,) and X= (xjl, xj2,.. ., xjP). We denote by I the tuple of 
indices obtained from X by replacing xJk with 1 such that xi, is the same symbol 
as xjk. 
The meaning of p; is pI, where p is the standard projection operator of the 
relational algebra. For instance, the meaning of 
is 
Product x'. Consider 
Eval(F( X)) x’Eval(G(Y)), 
where 
x= (xil? xi2,.‘*> xl”)> 
Y= (Xj,, xj, )...) Xj,). 
If X n Y = 0, the meaning of X' is the standard Cartesian product operator X of 
the relational algebra. If X= Y the meaning of X' is the standard intersection 
operator of the relational algebra. If Xn Y # 0 and X # Y, the meaning of X' is 
s;(Eval(F(X)) X (Eval(G(Y))) 
where S is a selection condition of the form S = st A s2 A . - - ASP, where each s 
correspond to a variable which belongs to Xn Y and is defined by k = 1 iff xi, is 
the same symbol as xj,. 
Sum +‘. We use the same notation as for the X' operator. 
If X= Y, the meaning of +’ is the standard union operator of the relational 
algebra. 
If XZ Y, define 
Xf? Y= (X~,,Xk,,...,-Q), 
Y- (Xn Y) = (xii,xii ,..., xi:,), 
X- (xn Y) = (xj;,xji ,..., x,:,), 
and I as the tuple of indices which has the number I in position s such that xi: is 
the same symbol as xk;. The meaning of +’ is 
C,(Evd(F(X))) ” &(Evd(G(Y))) 
where C, is similar to a cylindrification operator. The definition of C is the 
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following: 
cc 1].1* . . .. . J”,)(E) 
(a,l, aiz,..., a,_) belongs to D” and 
(a i2...7 ajlPl, ui,+iY.~*, a;_-13 ui,+17...? a,) belongs to E } . 
For instance the meaning of 
Eval(F(x,, x3, x5)) +‘Eval(G(+, x5)> 
is 
C(,)(Eval(F(xi, x3, x5))) U Cc1,3j(Eval(G(% x5))) 
and 
C~,,,)(Eval(G(x2, x5))) = { (ai, ~2, ~3, a,)/ 
(a,, a3> E D2 and (a,, a4) E Eval(G(x,, x5)>}. 
DifSerence -I. Let S and T be sets of tuples. The meaning of -I is defined by 
S-‘T= {A’IA’ES andVB’E T:,(B’=A’)}. 
In conclusion, the only difference between the extended relational algebra and 
standard relational algebra proceeds from the operators: ordering, difference, selec- 
tion and cylindrification, and the possibility of having operands of the form D”. 
We define in a second step the functions Eva1 and Neval from the Extended 
Relational Algebra operators. 
Dejinition of Functions Eva1 and Neval from Algebraic Operators 
Consider a formula H of L,. We have: 
If H is an atomic formula P(X) where P is not the equality predicate, then 
Eval( P( X)) = O,(P), 
where P = {A’ (A’ belongs to the interpretation of P in EM}, and 
Neval( P( X)) = O,( 0”-‘P), 
where n is the arity of P. 
IfH=Fr\G,then: 
If G is not a selection formula, then 
Eval( Fr\ G) = Eval( F) x’Eval(G), 
Neval( F A G) = Neval( F) +‘Neval( G), 
If G is a selection formula, then 
Eval( F A G) = s&(Eval( F)), 
Neval( F A G) = Neval( F) U sLG( D”). 
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IfH= FV G then 
Eval(FV G) =Eval(F) +‘Eval(G), 
Neval( F V G) = Neval( F) X’Neval( G). 
IfH=,F then 
Eval(, F ) = Neval( F ) , 
Neval(, F) = Eval( F). 
If H= 3xF(X, x) then 
Eval(3x F( X, x)) =p;l(Eval( F( X, x))), 
Neval(3.x F( X, x)) = D” - p’x( D”+’ - Neval( F( X, x))). 
If H=‘v’xF(X,x) then 
Eval(VxF(X,x))=D”-p>(D”+‘-Eval(F(X,x))), 
Neval(vx F( X, x)) = pi(Neval( F( X, x))). 
The practical interest of these functions is based on Theorem 2, which guarantees 
that the evaluation result of Eval(H( X)) with the extended relational algebra 
defined above provides the set of all theorems in T, of the form H(A’). 
Theorem 2. If EM is an extended model corresponding to a theory Ts, and H is a 
formula of L, belonging to C, we have 
Eval(H(X)) = {A’ITsk H(A’) andA’E D”} 
Neval(H(X))= {A’ITsE_,H(A’) andA’ED”} 
(See the proof in the Appendix.) 
5. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN RELATIONAL ALGEBRA AND 
EXTENDED RELATIONAL ALGEBRA 
In this section we show how a relational algebra formula f can be “evaluated” when 
we have incomplete information represented using Skolem constants. 
The methodology is the following: given the formula f, we define a transforma- 
tion m whose result is a predicate calculus formula F(X), having the same 
semantics as f. Then we can transform the formula F(X) into an extended 
relational algebra formula f ‘, such that f’ = Eval( F( X)). Finally the evaluation of 
f’ in EM provides the expected result of f evaluation, if we consider that this 
expected result is the set of theorems in T, of the form F(A’) (see Figure 2). 
In the case of incomplete information this expected result could be obtained by 
computing the formula: n,&A4,), where Ej is any standard model of T,, f(M,) is 
the f evaluation in the model M,, and f(M,) is the set of tuples in L, whose 
interpretations in the model Mi belong to f(M,). As a consequence of Theorem 2 
the result of flit< 44,) is the same as the evaluation result of f’ in EM. 
In addition Theorem 3 guarantees that if we consider all the standard interpreta- 
tion EM, of EM, obtained by interpreting the Skolem constants in EM according to 
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Theory TS > Extended Model EM 
I I 
I I 
Interpretation 1 I Interpretation 
I I 
4 4 
MI’M2’...,Mi,... EH,,EM~,...,EMj..... 
FIGURE 2. Theorem 3: extended models and associatied extended relational algebra. 
equality and inequality interpretations, and if we compute njJ’(EMj), where 
f’(EM,) is the f’ evaluation in EM,, and J’(EM,) the set of tuples in L, whose 
interpretations in the model EM, belong to f’(EMj), then we get the same result as 
n&M,). 
Theorem 3 shows that the evaluation of a relational algebra formula f can be 
replaced by the evaluation of an extended relational algebra formula f’ in EM. 
Theorem 3. If F(X) = m( f ) and f’ = Eval( F( X)) and F( X) belongs to C, we have 
nrw,) = nJIFj) 
i i 
where M, (EM,-) are standard models of Ts (EM), and f(Mi) (J’(EMj)) is the set 
of tuples A’ of L, whose interpretations in M, (resp. EM,) belong to f (Mj) 
ti’(EMj)J. 
(See the proof in the Appendix.) 
Theorem 3 shows also that the condition imposed on any representation system 
in [7] is satisfied by the extended models and the associated extended relational 
algebra. 
The transformation m in Theorem 3 is defined below. 
Transformation m of Relational Algebra formulas into 
Predicate Calculus formulas 
Suppose that f, g, and h are relational algebra formulas and H and G predicate 
calculus formulas. Then: 
H=m(h) and G=m(g). 
If f is an atomic formula P, then m(f) = P(X). 
If f=h-g then m(f)=H(X)r\,G(X). 
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If f=hug then m(f)=H(X)vG(X). 
If .f= ng then m(f),= H(X) A G(X). 
If f=hxg then rn(f)=H(X)~ G(Y) with Xn Y= 0. 
If f= ss( h) then m(f) = H(X) A S’( X’) with x’ 5 X, where S’ is obtained from 
S replacing each index j in S by the jth variable x,, in x. 
If f=p,(h) then 
m ( f ) = %,1%,2 . . . q/t xl 9 
where { ijl,. . . , ij,} is the complement of 1 with regard to {1,2,. . . , n }. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have defined a satisfiability condition and a sort of extended model, with an 
associated extended relational algebra, which provides a link between incomplete 
information representation as a theory and as a model. 
This algebra is very close to standard relational algebra, the main difference 
concerning the evaluation of equality. In the standard relational algebra this 
evaluation is based on a syntactical comparison, whereas in our case it is based on a 
semantic comparison. Moreover, if we consider standard relational algebra as a 
query language in the context of incomplete information, we have shown how the 
queries can be translated into the extended relational algebra in order to avoid 
anomalies with the evaluation of equality. The result of this translation contains 
cylindrification operators only in the cases where there are projections under 
differences, which correspond, in the predicate calculus language, to the cases where 
there are existential quantifiers under negations, that is, the cases where there are 
universal quantifiers. Fortunately, these cases, which lead to an expensive evalua- 
tion, are rare in practice. 
We have shown that the extended relational algebra is always sound, and 
complete for formulas in the class C. Further research might include a search for a 
simple characterization of a subset of C larger than the class C’. 
APPENDIX 
Theorem 1. If F is a formula of Ls belonging to C, for any theory of the form Ts we 
have 
Tt F(A’) iff Sat(A’, F), 0) 
Tt,F(A’) iff Nsat(A’, F), (2) 
where A’ is a tuple of constants, or Skolem constants, which instantiates all the free 
variables in F. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the depth d(F) of the formula F. 
Case d(F) = 0. In that case F(X) is an atomic formula P(X), and P can be the 
equality predicate. 
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If P is not the equality predicate: 
Sat( A’, P ) 
(by definition) CJ there exists B’ in the interpretation of P 
such that’ B’ = A’ 
(by construction of EM) - TkP(A’). 
If P is the equality predicate: 
Sat( A’, P) 
(by definition) CJ A’ belongs to the equality interpretation 
(by construction of EM) CJ Tt P(A’). 
If P is not the equality predicate: 
Nsat( A’, P) 
(by definition) - for each B’ in the interpretation of P 
we have 7( B’ = A’). 
Denoting by A;, A;, . . . , A; the tuples which are in the interpretation of P, we have’ 
- foreachiE[l,p], TF,(AI=A’). 
By contraposition of the completion axiom of P we have 
V’X(,(X=A;)A,(X=A;)A *-- A,(X=A;)+,P(X)) 
Therefore 
- Tl- ,P(A’). 
If P is the equality predicate: 
Nsat( A’, P) 
(by definition) - A’ belongs to the 
inequality interpretation 
(by construction of EM) - Tl- ,P(A’). 
induction hypothesis: We assume that Theorem 1 holds for each formula such that 
d(F) I n. Let H be a formula such that H belongs to C and d(H) = n + 1. 
If H=Fr\G then: 
(by definition) 
(1) 
Sat(A’, H) 
(1 Sat(A[, F) A Sat(A;, G) 
- Tt F(A;) and Tt- G(A;) 
- Tt- F(A;) A G(A;) 
- Tt- H(A’); 
(by definition) 
(2) 
(H belongs to C) 
Nsat( A’, H) 
- Nsat(A;, F) V Nsat(& G) 
- Tt ,F(A;) or Tt ,G(A;) 
0 Tt- ,F(A;) v ,G(A;) 
- Tt ,H(A’). 
‘According to the definition we have B’ = A’ [-(B’ = A’)] iff each pair [one pair] of components of B’ 
and A’, having the same positions are tuples belonging to the equality [inequality] interpretation. 
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If H=FV G then: 
(by definition) 
(1) 
(H belongs to C) 
(by definition) 
(2) 
If H = ,F then: 
(by definition) 
(1) 
Sat(A’, H) 
- Sat(A;, F) V Sat(A;, G) 
o TE F(A;) or Tt G(A’,) 
- TI- F(A;) v G(A;) 
- T+-(l); 
Nsat( A’, H) 
- Nsat(A;, F) A Nsat(A;, G) 
- TI- ,F(A;) and Tt ,G(A$) 
- Tt- ,F(A;) A ,G(A;) 
- Tt- ,H(A’). 
Sat(A’, 7 F) 
- Nsat(A’, F) 
- Tk F(A’) 
- Tt- -F(K) 
- Tk- ,H(A’). 
If H = 3x F( X, x) then: 
(by definition) 
longs to $i (H b e 
Sat( A’, 3x, F( X, x)) 
CJ 3a’ E D Sat((A’, a’), F) 
- 3a’ E D Tk F(A’, a’) 
- Tt- 3x, F(A’, x) 
- TtH(A’); 
(by definition) 
(2) 
WA) 
Nsat( A’, 3x F( X, x)) 
- bfa’ E D Nsat(( A’, a’), F( X, x)) 
- Qa’ E D Tt -,F(A’, a’) 
- Tt Vx,F(A’, x) 
- Tt- ,3xF(A’, x) 
- Tt -25(/l’). 
If H = Vx F( X, x) then: 
(by definition) 
(1) 
(DC4 
Sat( A’, Vx F( X, x)) 
- Va’ E D Sat((A’, a’), F( X, x)) 
CJ va’ E D T t F( A’, a’) 
- TI- WxF(A’, x) 
- TI- H(l); 
(by definition) 
(2) 
(H belongs to C) 
Nsat( A’, Vx F( X, x)) 
- Va’ E D Nsat((A’, a’), F( X, x)) 
- 3a’ E D T t- 7 F(A’, a’) 
- TI- 3x,F(A’, x) 
- TI- ytlxF(A’, x) 
d Tk- ,H(A’). 
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Theorem 2. If EM is an extended model corresponding to a theory T,, and H is a 
formula of L, belonging to C, we have 
Eval(H(X))={A’(T’FH(A’)and A’ED”}, 
Neval( H( X)) = { A’1 T, k 7 H( A’) and A’ E D”} .
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the depth of H. 
If d(H) = O-that is, H is an atomic formula, say P( X)-we have: 
A’ E Eval( P( X)) e A’ E O,(P) 
w 0, ‘( A’) E (extension of P in EM) 
e TkH(O,‘(A’)), 
A’ E Neval( P( X)) = A’ E O,( 0” -‘p) a O&l’) E D”-‘P 
e Tt TH(O,‘(A’)). 
Induction hypothesis: We now assume that Theorem 2 holds for each formula H 
such that d(H) i n. Let’s consider H such that d(H) = n + 1. 
If H = F A G and G is a selection formula, denote by G’ the formula obtained 
from G by distributing all the -, operators at the lowest level: Suppose G’ is an 
atomic formula g, = g,, where g, and g, can be variable, constant, or Skolem 
constant symbols. Let gl( A’) [ g2( A’)] be the jth component of A’, in the case where 
g, is the jth variable symbol x,, of X, and let it be g, [ g2] in the case where g, [gJ 
is a constant or Skolem constant symbol. Then we have: 
(by definition of s’) 
(by induction) 
A’ E Eval( F A G) 
= A’ E s&(Eval( F)) 
* A’ E Eval( F) and gl( A’) = g2( A’) 
= Tt- F(A’) and Tl-g,(A’) =g2(A’) 
* Tk F(A’) * (g,(A’) = g,(A’)) 
e TkH(A’). 
If G’ is ?(gi = g2), we have: 
A’ E Eval( F A G’) 
e A’ E s&(Eval( F)) 
(by definition) ti A’ E Eval( F) and 4 gi( A’) = g2( A’)) 
(by induction) e T k F( A’) and T t 7( gl( A’) = g,( A’)) 
e Tt F(A’) A ,(g,(A’) = g2(A’)) 
e Tt ,H(A’). 
We prove the property for any formula G’ by induction on the depth of G’. 
If G’ = Cl V G, then 
(by definition of s’) 
(by induction) 
(H belongs to C) 
A’ E Eval( F A G’) 
o A’ E s&, V .Z(Eval( F)) 
e A’ E (s;,(Eval( F)) U s&(Eval( F))) 
ti Tl- F(A’) A G,(A’) or TI- F(A’) A G,(A’) 
ti Tt- F(A’) A (G,(A’) v G,(A’)) 
CJ TI- H(A’). 
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If G’ = G, A G, then 
(by definition of s’) 
(by induction) 
A’ E Eval(FA G’) 
- A’ES& AG ,(EvaKF)) 
- A’ E (sil(Eval( F)) n s,$(Eval( F))) 
- Tk F(K) A G,(K) and Tt- F(X) A G,(N) 
- TI- F(N) A (G,(X) A G,(l)) 
- TtH(A’). 
Therefore for any formula G’ we have 
A’E Eval(FA G’) - Tt F(A’) A G’(A’). 
We also have 
2-t F(K) A G’(N) - Tt F(X) A G(X), 
and according to the definition of s’ we have 
A’ E s;;(Eval( F)) - A’ E ,$(Eval( F)), 
SO 
A’EEval(FAG) - A’EEval(FAG’). 
Therefore 
A’E Eval(FA G) - Tt- F(X) A G(N) 
- Tl-H(A’). 
In the same way we prove that 
A’ENeval(FAG) * Tk,H(A’). 
The proof is quite similar to the previous one; we consider only the most important 
steps. 
Denote by G’ the formula obtained from -,G by distributing all the 7 operators 
at the lowest level. We have 
A’ E Neval( F A G) 
- A’E(Neval(F)Us’,JD”)) 
(by definition of s’) - A’ E (Neval( F) U s&( 0”)) 
If G’ is g, = gz, then the above 
(H belongs to C) 
- TI- -,F(A’) or Tkgt(A’) =g,(A’) 
0 Tt- ,F(A’) V (g,(X) =g2(A’)) 
0 ‘I-I- -(F(A’)r\ T(gl(a’)=g,(A’)) 
0 ?“I-- ,(F(A’) A -,G’(A’)) 
- Tk ,(F(A’) A G(N)) 
0 Tl- ,H(A’). 
If g’ is 7( g, = g2), then the above 
b Tk ,F(A’) or Tk ,(g,(A’) =g2(A’)). 
The rest of the proof is similar to the previous one. The induction on G’ is similar to 
the proof by induction presented for Eval. 
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If H = F A G and G is not a selection formula, let Ai (A;) be the projection of A’ 
on the free variables of F (G). Then we have 
A’ E Eval( F A G) 
(by induction) 
= A,’ E Eval( F) and A,’ E Eval(G) 
w 2-k F(A;) and Z-I- G(A;) 
= Tk F(A;) A G(A;) 
e Tt H(A’); 
(by induction) 
(H belongs to C) 
A’ENeval(Fr\ G) 
.S A; E Neval( F) or A; E Neval(G) 
- TI- ,F(A;) or TI- ,G(A$) 
- Tt- ,F(A;) V ,G(A;) 
c+ Tt- ,H(A’). 
If H = F v G, the proof is the dual of the previous one. 
If H=,F, 
A’ E Eval(, F) 
(by induction) 
ti A’ E Neval( F) 
ti TI-TF(A’) 
ti Tk- H(A’); 
(by induction) 
A’ E Neval(, F) 
e A’ E Eval( F) 
a TkF(A’) 
tj Tk ,H(A’). 
IfH=SxF(X,x), then: 
A’ E Evalox F) 
(by induction) 
(H belongs to C) 
* A’ E p;(Eval( F)) 
e 3a’ E D (A’, a’) E Eval( F) 
- 3a’ E D T l- F( A’, a’) 
w Tt- 3xF(A’, x) 
e Tk H(A’); 
A’ E Neval(3x F) 
(by induction) 
@CA) 
e A’ ED” A ,(A’ ~p;c(D~+’ - Neval(F))) 
e A’ ED” A +!a’ E D((A’, a’) E D”-’ 
n,((A’, a’) E Neval( F)))) 
- A’ E D” A Va’(7( A’ E DN) V 7( A’ E D) 
v ((A’, A’) E Neval( F))) 
ti VA’ E D(A’, a’) E Neval(F) 
w Va’ E DTt- ,F(A’, a’) 
e Tt Vx,F(A’, x) 
ti Tt -+xF(A’, x)) 
a Tt ,H(A’). 
If H = VX F( X, x), the proof is the dual of the previous one. Cl 
Theorem 3. Zf F = m ( f ) and f’ = Eval( F), then 
nf<W) = flf“(EM) i. 
i i 
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PROOF. With the notation defined in Section 5, we have 
A’ E n,fc M;) 
[by definition of m( f )] 
(by completeness) 
(Theorem 2) 
* VM, F( A’) true in M, 
- 7’t_F(A’) 
- A’ Ed’ 
- A’ +(EMi). 
We thank L. Cholvy, who implemented the extended relational algebra, for her helpful criticisms and for 
the correction of an error in the inequality definition. 
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